SUMMARY
zone. The infarct progresses from endocardium toward the epicardium as a wavefront over the first 24 hours following occlusion.1),2) The percentage of the risk zone which ultimately infarcts (%I/R) is known to strongly depend on the level of collateral blood flow to that region3),4) and to a lesser extent on myocardial oxygen consumption.3) Whether the size of the risk zone is an independent influence on the extent of infarction, however, is still controversial.4)-7) In any series of studies %I/R has a large range because collateral flow is so variable in the dog population.
This variability can easily obscure any influence of risk zone size. Similarly, the fortuitous inclusion of highly collateralized animals into 1 group can lead to artefactual results. Unfortunately, previous studies which have addressed the role of risk zone size have not employed an appropriate multivariate analysis which would correct for animal to animal variations in collateral flow. To circumvent this problem, we have estimated the effect of risk zone size per se on %I/R by comparing the collateral blood flow-%I/R relationship in a group of animals having small risk zones to the same relationship in animals with large risk zones. Open squares and closed squares denote data from the small risk zone group and large risk zone group, respectively. The solid line is the regression for the small risk zone group while the broken line is that for the large risk zone group.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
small and large risk zone groups. incorporated an analysis of collateral flow as was done here. The %I/R is highly variable in randomly selected dogs, displaying a standard deviation of about 20%.4) Eighty percent of this variability can be explained by variations in collateral flow.4) Only by comparing the relationships between %I/R and collateral flow for the 2 groups, as in the present study, can the influence of risk zone size be independently and accurately determined.
Although the present data excludes a direct effect of risk zone size on %I/R, it does not exclude any indirect influences. We have recently found that the collateral blood flow per unit tissue volume is indeed inversely related to the size of the risk zone in any single heart.13) Unfortunately, the large variation in collateral development in the laboratory dog population totally obscures this relationship on a dog to dog basis. Theoretically, the inverse relationship between risk zone size and collateral flow should cause the risk zone size to influence %I/R through its effect on collateral blood flow. Such a correlation probably could be demonstrated if a very large number of animals were examined. If such an indirect effect does exist though, it was below the detection threshold in our study.
Since we employed a permanent coronary occlusion model in the present study, caution should be exercised in extending these conclusions to the ischemia-reperfusion setting. Although a similar relationship between %I/R and collateral flow has been described for this model,2),3) other processes may be involved. For example, Ganote et al14) suggest that the tissue deformation at the time of reperfusion may be an important injury mechanism; this type of factor may still differentially effect small and large risk zones.
